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Abstract� We present the design and implementation of a high perfor�
mance software layered video codec� designed for deployment in band�
width heterogeneous networks� The codec facilitates layered spatial and
SNR 	signal�to�noise ratio
 coding for bit�rate adaption to a wide range
of receiver capabilities� The codec uses a wavelet subband decomposi�
tion for spatial layering and a discrete cosine transform combined with
repeated quantization for SNR layering�
Through the use of the Visual Instruction Set on SUN�s UltraSPARC
platform we demonstrate how SIMD parallel image processing enables
layered real�time software encoding and decoding� The codec partitions
our �� � ��� � ���bit test video stream into �� layers at a speed of
�� frames per second and reconstructed at � frames per second� The
Visual Instruction Set accelerated encoder stages are about ��� times as
fast as an optimized C version� We �nd that this speedup is well worth
the extra implementation e�ort�

� Introduction

Smart technology for multicasting live digital video across wide area networks is
necessary for future applications like video conferencing� distance learning� and
tele�commuting� The Internet Multicast Backbone �MBone� �	
 is already popu�
lar and allows people from anywhere on the planet to exchange modest quality
video and audio signals� However� a fundamental problem with nearly all large
computer networks is that network capacity �bandwidth� varies extremely from
one network segment to another� This variation is the source of a serious video
multicast problem� All users wish to participate in the video conference with
the highest quality video their connection capacity �varying between 	��kbps
for ISDN dialup connections to 	 Mbits LAN connections� and host compu�
tational resources allow� High capacity receivers are capable of processing good
quality video with bit�rates of �Mbps or more� but this outperforms the low
capacity receivers by more than an order of magnitude� Even a modest bit rate
may over�ood low capacity receivers�
Conventional video compression techniques code the video signal to a �xed

target bit rate� and is then multicasted to all receivers� A low target bit rate



is typically chosen to enable as many receivers as possible to participate� How�
ever� the resulting quality is unacceptable for the high capacity receivers� Al�
ternatively� the video signal can be encoded repeatedly to a multitude of data
rates� This is� however� very ine�cient� Firstly� it involves extra computational
overhead from compressing the same frame repeatedly� Secondly� it introduces
bandwidth redundancy as each high bit�rate video stream contains all the in�
formation also included in the lower bit�rate ones� This translates to ine�cient
bandwidth utilization from the root of the the multi�cast tree�
We propose layered coding coupled with multi�casting� where the video stream

is coded and compressed into several distinct layers of signi�cance as shown in
Figure 	� In principle� each layer is transmitted on its own multi�cast channel�
The receivers may subscribe to these channels according to their capabilities and
preferences� The more layers received� the higher video quality� but also higher
bandwidth and processing power requirements� The most signi�cant layer con�
stitutes the base layer and the following layers enhancement layers�
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Fig� �� Conventional single bit�rate video coding 	a
 vs� layered coding 	b
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Live video requires that video frames are encoded and decoded in real�time�
This is even more challenging for layered coding than for conventional coding
because layer construction and reassembly requires use of additional image �l�
ter functions and repeated processing of image data� and hence requires more
CPU�processing� We believe that it is important that this coding is possible
in real�time on modern general purpose processors without dedicated external
codec hardware�partly because no current hardware unit has the functionality
we advertise for� but more importantly� because applications in the near future
will integrate video as a normal data type and manipulate it in application de�
pendent manner� This require signi�cant �exibility� Fortunately� most modern
CPU�architectures have been extended with SIMD instructions to speed up dig�
ital signal processing� Examples include VIS in Sun�s UltraSPARC� MMX in
Intel�s Pentium�II�� MAX�� in Hewlett�Packards PA�RISC� MDMX in Silicon
Graphics� MIPS� MVI in Digital�s Alpha� and� recently� Altivec in Motorola�s
PowerPC CPUs�
In this paper we show a high performance implementation of a layered codec

capable of constructing a large set of layers from reasonably sized test�video in
real�time� We demonstrate how SIMD parallelism and careful considerations of



superscalar processing can speedup image processing signi�cantly� Our encoder
implementation exists in both an optimized C�version and in a version almost
exclusively using SUN microsystem�s Visual Instruction Set �VIS� available on
the SUN UltraSPARC platform� The decoder only exists in a VIS�accelerated
version�
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows� Section � presents our

layered coding scheme and our codec model which incorporates it� Section �
presents the implementation of an instance of our codec model along with our
performance optimization e�orts� Section � evaluates the coding scheme through
a series of measurements� Finally� section � discusses related work� and section
� concludes�

� The Codec Model

Our codec combines two independent layering facilities� spatial layering and
signal�noise�ratio �SNR� layering� Spatial layering controls the resolution of the
image�subscription to more spatial layers means higher image resolution� SNR
layering controls the number of bits used to represent image pixels�the more
bits the higher pixel precision� and thus a more sharp and detailed image�
The wavelet �lter performs a subband decomposition of the image and decom�

poses it into one low �L� and one high frequency �H� subband per dimension� The
e�ect of subband decomposition on the Lena�image is depicted in Figure �� The
LL subband is a subsampled and �ltered version of the original image� The three
subbands� HL� LH� and HH contain the high frequency information necessary to
reconstruct the horizontal� vertical� and diagonal resolution� respectively� There�
fore� the HL� LH� and HH layers act as re�nement �or enhancement� layers for
the LL layer� Further� the LL subband can itself be subject to further subband
decompositions� or can be subjected to the familiar block�based DCT coding
scheme known from other codecs for further psycho�visual enhanced compres�
sion� We use a �D�version of the ��tap 	�����	 spline wavelet ��� p� 	��
� because
it achieves good pixel value approximation and because it is highly summetric
and consequently can be implemented very e�ciently�
SNR layering divides the incoming coe�cients into several levels of signif�

icance� whereby the lower levels include the most signi�cant information� re�
sulting in a coarse image representation� This is then progressively re�ned with
the number of layers� SNR layering is a �exible and computationally e�cient
way of reducing the video stream bit�rate� and allows �ne�grain control of im�
age quality at di�erent layers� In our codec SNR�layering is achieved through a
DCT�transform combined with repeated uniform quantization�
Figure � shows our codec model� Encoding is performed by the following

components� The Wavelet Transformer transforms YUV images into LL� HL�
LH� and HH layers corresponding to four spatial layers� The enhancement layers
HL� LH� HH are sent directly to the quantizer� while the LL layer is passed on to
the DCT stage� The DCT transformer performs the Discrete Cosine Transform
on the LL image from above� The resulting coe�cient blocks are passed on to the
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Fig� �� Wavelet transformation of the Lena image into LL� HL� LH� HH layers� The
LL layer is a downsampled version of the original image and the HL� LH� and HH
layers contain the information required to restore horizontal� vertical� and diagonal
resolution� respectively�

quantization stage� The Quantizer splits incoming coe�cients into several layers
of signi�cance� The base layer contains a coarse version of the coe�cients� and
each layer adds precision to coe�cient resolution� The Coder takes the quantized
coe�cients from each separate layer and Hu�man compresses them to produce
a single bit�stream for each layer�
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Fig� �� Our codec model� In the encoding stages� the wavelet transformer sends the LL
layer to the DCT stage before all layers go through the quantizer and on to transmis�
sion� The quantizer reuses coe�cient remainders� as depicted by the arrow reentering
the quantizer�

The decoding stages essentially perform the inverse operations� The Decoder
uncompresses the received Hu�man codes� The Dequantizer reconstructs coef�
�cients based on the decoded layers� the dequantizer works both as coe�cient
reconstructor and as layer merger� Like the encoder� there are two di�erent de�
quantizers� one for DCT coe�cients� which are passed on to the IDCT stage�
and one for wavelet coe�cients which are passed directly on to the wavelet re�
construction stage� The Inverse DCT Transformer performs IDCT on incoming
DCT coe�cient blocks� which reconstructs the lowest resolution spatial layer�



LL� The LL layer is used in the Inverse Wavelet Transformer� which performs
wavelet reconstruction�
The Sender and Receiver modules� which are outside the actual codec model�

must support multi�casting for e�cient bandwidth utilization� The layers are
transmitted to di�erent multi�cast groups� so receivers can adjust their reception
rate by joining and leaving multi�cast groups� Further details on this design can
be found in ��
�
Our design does not o�er temporal layering besides simply dropping frames�

The most e�ective temporal compression schemes use motion compensation� but
this does not in it self add any layering� only a lower bit rate� Our goal is to
provide high bandwidth versatility� Moreover� it is untrivial to obtain scalability
from a motion compensated stream� because frames are interdependent� That is�
both the desired frame and the frames it depends on must be received� We have
therefore decided to postpone temporal motion compensated layering to future
work�

� Implementation

The visual instruction set found on SUN�s UltraSPARC CPUs �	
 is capable of
processing ��� bit� ��	� bit� or ���� bit partitioned data elements in parallel� In
addition to the usual SIMD multiplication and addition instructions VIS contains
various special instructions dedicated to video compression and manipulation of
��� dimensional data� Furthermore� the UltraSPARC CPU has two pipelines and
is therefore able to execute pairs of VIS instructions in parallel ��
�
The VIS instructions are available to the application programmer through a

set of macros which can be used from C�programs with a reasonable amount og
e�ort� although it must be realized that even with these C�macros� programming
VIS is essentially at the assembler level� The programmer is� however� alleviated
from certain aspects of register allocation and instruction scheduling�
Our implementation is optimized at the architecture level as well as at the

algorithmic level� The architecture level optimizations fall in three categories�
	� using the VIS to achieve SIMD parallel computation of � data elements per
instruction� �� using super scalar processing to execute two �independent� in�
structions in parallel per clock cycle� and �� reducing memory access by keeping
constants and input data in registers� and by using the ���bit load�store capabil�
ities� These optimization principles are applied in all stages of the codec� Below
we exemplify these on the layer decomposition stage�
The the decomposition �lter is applied by multiplying each pixel in a �� �

input block with the corresponding element in the �lter coe�cient matrix� The
	� results are then summed into a single value and divided by 	� to produce
an �average�� which is the �nal output� This is done for each layer type� The
�lter dictates a two�pixel overlap between the current and the next input block�
which therefore becomes the image data starting two pixels to the right relative
to the current block� The implementation of the decomposition routine operates
on �� � pixel blocks at a time� see Figure �� producing � ���bit outputs� one for



each of the LL� HL� LH� HH layers� It uses ���bit loads to load input data� and
since all data �ts in registers� it requires only � ���bit loads and � ���bit stores
pr� pixel block� The routine spills overlapping pixels from one �� � block to the
next� so horizontal traversal causes no redundant memory accesses� Vertically
there is a � pixel overlap� dictated by the �lter� so each pair of vertical lines is
read twice�
By utilizing the VIS fmul�x�� instruction� which multiplies four 	��bit values

with four � bit values producing four 	� bit results� the four pixels in row 	 in
block 	 can be multiplied with row 	 of the �lter coe�cients in parallel� Similarly�
row � in group 	 can be SIMD�multiplied with row � of the �lter coe�cients�
Moreover� both of these multiplications can execute in parallel� The super scalar
processing in the UltraSPARC CPU allows execution of two independent VIS
instructions in parallel per clock cycle� Two instructions are independent if the
destination of one instruction is di�erent from the source of the next instruction�
as is indeed the case here�
The UltraSPARC CPU is incapable of out�of�order execution� so instructions

must be carefully scheduled� either manually or by the compiler� to fully exploit
instruction independence� However� we found that the compiler supplied with
the platform did not do a satisfactory job on this point and we have therefore
manually organized the VIS�code to pair independent instructions� and thereby
maximize the bene�t from super scalar processing� Thus� SIMD parallelism re�
duces the number of calculations by three quarters� and super scalar parallelism
further halves this number�
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Fig� �� Utilizing SIMD and super scalar processing� SIMD instructions allow � elements
in the same row to be multiplied with the corresponding �lter coe�cient row in parallel�
Super scalar processing enables two rows in the same block to be computed in parallel�
Thus the  enclosed pixels are processed in parallel�

At the algorithmic level we exploit the fact that the �lter coe�cients for the
four �lters are highly symmetric� This permits computation of the LH�block after
the LL�block has been computed through simple sums and di�erences of data
already cached in CPU�registers� that is� without the need for multiplication of
a new set of �lter coe�cients� Similarly� the HH�block can be derived from the
HL�block� Therefore� all four types of data blocks are constructed from a single
scan of each YUV picture components �Y is the luminance component� and U�
V are chrominance components��



With these optimizations� the implementation uses only ��� memory ac�
cesses per pixel for creating all � wavelet layers� and a maximum of ���� memory
accesses per pixel per reconstructed layer�

� Performance Measurements

The input is a test video stream with 	�� frames of ���� �� pixels at ���bit
colour� digitized at 	� frames per second� The video stream is a typical �talking
head� sequence� with one person talking and two persons entering and leaving
the image as background movement� The CPU�usage was measured on a Sun
Ultra Creator�	 machine with one 	��MHz UltraSPARC CPU and 	��MBRAM�
The test video stream is stored in YUV format� so the colour space conversion
stage is not included in the encoding CPU�usage measurements� Likewise the
colour space conversion and display times for the decoder are not included as
they combined take a nearly constant 	�ms�
Our codec con�guration uses one level of subband decomposition� and has a

total of �	 layers as seen in Figure �� Layer  is the most signi�cant� down to
layer �	 as the least signi�cant� The �rst 	� layers� DCT� � DCT��� are DCT
coded layers constructed from the wavelet LL layer� The remaining � layers�
HL� � HL�� LH� � LH�� HH� � HH�� are constructed from the corresponding
wavelet enhancement layers� distributed with � SNR layers from each� The � most
signi�cant SNR layers� level � consist of the upper � bits of each coe�cient from
each of the wavelet layers� Layers from levels 	 and � consist of � additional bits
per coe�cient per layer� All three levels thus add �����  � bits of precision�
The most signi�cant layers� i�e� those on level � are Hu�man coded� The layers
on levels 	 and � are sent verbatim because their contents are very random and
Hu�man coding would add very little� if any� compression�

SNR layers
from DCT

coded LL layer

SNR layers from wavelet
enhancement layers

DCT0 DCT1 DCT11 HL 0 LH HH 00 HL 1 LH 1 HH 1 HL 2 LH 2 HH 2....
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

Huffman coded layers

Fig� �� The layer de�nitions used for testing along with their signi�cance ordering�
DCT��DCT�� are layers constructed from the DCT coded LL layer� HL�� LH�� and
HH� contain the most signi�cant bits from the corresponding wavelet enhancement
layers� Levels � and � are re�nement layers to these�

The resulting accumulated bitrates are evenly distributed between ���kbits
with one layer and �����kbits with all �	 layers as shown in Figure �� The lowest
number of layers necessary to produce clearly recognizable persons in the test�
movie was found to be � �DCT�!DCT��� corresponding to an average frame size
of 	���kbits� This corresponds to a factor ���� in di�erence between lowest capac�
ity receiver and highest capacity receiver�a signi�cant variation� Sample images
can be found on the World Wide Web http���www�cs�auc�dk��bnielsen�codec�
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Fig� �� Bandwidth distribution on layers on the ���layer codec� 	a
 Average size of the
individual layers� 	b
 Accumulated frame size versus number of added layers�

The CPU�usage measurements show average encoding times �for both the C�
and VIS�version�� average decoding times �for the VIS�version�� and identi�es
the cost distribution between all codec�stages� The results are summarized in
Table 	� On average� the encoder uses ����ms to construct and compress all �	
layers� This enables the encoder to process �� frames per second� which is more
than fast enough for real�time software encoding� Similarly� the total average
decoding time is ����	ms or ��fps� An additional 	�ms is required for color
space conversion and display drawing� but this still allows real�time decoding
and display of the test video stream� Further� in most real�life applications� one
would rarely reconstruct all �	 layers� meaning even faster decoding times�

Table �� Average encoding and decoding time� The Wavelet Transform produces all �
wavelet layers� the DCT transforms the LL layer� and the Quant � Hu� 	DCT�wavelet

stages quantize and code the � output wavelet enhancement layers� and the �� DCT
SNR layers� respectively� The DeQuant � UnHu� 	DCT
 stage decodes all �� SNR
layers� DeQuant � UnHu�	wavelet
 decodes the � wavelet enhancement layers� Wavelet
reconstruction upscales the LL image� and adds resolution by reconstructing the HL�
LH� and HH layers�

Encoding time 	ms
 Decoding time 	ms


VIS C VIS

Wavelet Transform ��� ���� DeQnt�UnHu�	DCT
z ���

Quant � Hu� 	wavelet
z ���� ���� IDCTy ����

DCTy ���� ��� DeQnt�UnHu�	wavelet
z �����
Quant � Hu� 	DCT
 ��� ����� Wavelet reconstruction �����

Total ����� ���� �����

y The C and VIS versions of DCT and IDCT functions are from SUN�s MediaLib graphics library����
z Only the C version exists of the 	de
quantization and hu�man 	de
coding stages�

Decoding appears more expensive than encoding� which is unusual� However�
the reason for this is that the decoder is designed to be very �exible with respect
to which frames it decodes� and in what order it does so� It permits seperate
decoding of each layer which require a separate iteration across the image per
layer� This makes it easier to change the set of layered subscribed to dynamically�



e�g�� to reduce congestion� Also decoding can begin as soon as a layer is received�
Finally note that two of the stages are not VIS�accellerated�

The SIMD implementation provides a signi�cant performance improvement�
For comparison� an otherwise identical� e�cient and compiler optimized non�
VIS accelerated C�implementation of the encoder is capable of encoding only
	��� fps� A more detailed inspection of the individual stages reveals that VIS
provides speedups in the range ��� for these particular algorithms� The C�version
of wavelet transformation takes ���	�ms on average as opposed to the ����ms
needed by the VIS�version� This yields a speedup factor of ���� The speed of
quantization and Hu�man coding of the DCT coe�cients is increased by a fac�
tor �� Also� we measure a speedup of similar magnitude� factor ���� for SUN�s
MediaLib ��
 implementation of DCT� The overall e�ect of VIS acceleration is
that real�time coding becomes possible�with time to spare for network commu�
nication� display updates and other application processing�

� Related Work

Layered video coding and related network design issues are active and recent
research areas� Related work on layered video codecs exist� notably ��
� ��
� The
codec in ��
 resembles our codec in that they use wavelets for subband decom�
position and DCT coding for the LL wavelet layer� Their design does not like
ours allow for several levels of subband decomposition� They include temporal
layering in the codec using conditional block replenishment� The authors stress
the need for error resilient coding mechanisms for error prone networks such as
the Internet� Their receiver�driven layered multicast �RLM� scheme� where re�
ceivers adjust their reception rate by joining and leaving multi�cast groups� was
developed to work in environments like the MBone �	
 using IP multi�casting� Al�
though suggestions for implementation optimizations are presented in the paper�
they present very little information about run�time performance�

MPEG�� was the �rst standard to incorporate a form of layering� called scal�
ability� as part of the standard ��
� But MPEG�� is intended for higher bit�rate
video streams� and therefore only allows for three enhancements to the base
layer� one from each of scalability category� spatial� SNR� and temporal scala�
bility� Also� no MPEG�� implementation exists that includes the scalabilities� A
combination of MPEG and wavelet based spatial layering for very high band�
width video is proposed in �		
� The video is repeatedly downsampled until the
resolution reaches the resolution of the common intermediate format �cif�� The
cif�sized LLn�layer is then further processed by an MPEG based codec� Their
proposal also o�er hierarchical motion compensation of the high frequency sub�
bands� but not temporal scalability�

Compression performance of our codec may be improved by using other meth�
ods than Hu�man compression� One of the most e�cient methods is the embed�
ded zerotree wavelet coding ��
� but it is most e�ective when using several levels
of decomposition�



� Conclusions

This paper addresses the problem of e�ciently distributing a video stream to a
number of receivers on bandwidth heterogeneous networks� We propose layered
coding and multi�cast distribution of the video� We design a proprietary video
codec incorporating wavelet �ltering for spatial layering and repeated quantiza�
tion for SNR layering� We contribute with a high performance implementation
using the SIMD capabilities of our platform� Our measurements show that the
codec is capable of real�time software encoding a test movie at ��fps and decod�
ing at ��fps� We found that the Visual Instruction Set accelerated stages in the
codec was ��� times as fast as an otherwise identical� e�cient C�implementation�
we therefore �nd SIMD acceleration to be worth the extra implementation e�ort�
As this work was carried out as part of a master�s thesis� our experience

suggest that the new media instructions can be successfully applied by program�
mers without years of signal processing experience� Indeed� in several cases� the
implementation was in fact simpli�ed by using SIMD� although it requires a
di�erent line of thought� Since SIMD is integrated into virtually all modern
CPU�architectures� we think that developers should consider using it� given the
possible speedups� Unfortunately� the SIMD engines are not compatible between
CPU�architectures�
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